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The Pressure Density Program (PDP) is a digital computer program for 
processing data consisting of voltage measurements of the neutral atmospheric 
density and temperature. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The problem involves analyses of the data recorded by the Bayard-Alpert 
(BA 1 & 2) and Redhead (RH 1 & 2) gauges. These four gauges combine to 
cover the expected 
physically positioned on the satellite as follows: 
torr to lo-" torr pressure range, and have been 
1. Bayard-Alpert gauge #1 (BA 1) lower hemisphere 
2. Bayard-Alpert gauge #2 (BA 2) equator 
3. Redhead gauge #1 (RH 1) equator 
4. Redheadgauge #2 (RH 2) upper hemisphere 
These gauges are calibrated by laboratory and inflight measurements. The 
calibration values are represented by a single o r  set of functions. 
1 
1. Input to Pressure-Density Program 
a. Input data provided by the experimenter 
Laboratory calibration values for each sensor (gauge), hi and lo values 
for the Bayard-Alpert gauges, hi (HE), lo (LE), and medium (ME) values for the 
Redhead gauges. 
Conversion function (table) for each sensor ( IC vs. Vc ) 
Table of sensitivities (7) versus current (I, ) for each gauge 
k factor for density calculations 
b. Input from telemetry data 
In-flight calibration values, hi ( H,), lo ( L,) and medium (M,) for Redhead 
gauges only. 
Selected DC voltage data for all four gauges (V)  
Selected AC voltage data for Bayard-Alpert gauges (V,) 
Electronics card temperature ( Tc) 
Electrometer temperature (T, ) 
c. Input from aspect reduction 
Maximum ram velocity for each gauge ( Vrx) 
Minimum ram velocity for each gauge ( Vrn) 
Longitude, latitude, altitude, local solar time (position of the sun when 
data was received) and spin period. 
2. Output from Pressure Density Program 
The output from the program is a computed density and pressure history 
that is suitable for analysis by the experimenter. 
2 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION 
Because of differences of design and gauge characteristics it is necessary 
to discuss the mathematics involved in computing pressure for the BA and RH 
gauges separately. 
The density computations will be developed as functions of the gauge orienta- 
tion on the satellite and will be divided into equatorial and non-equatorial gauge 
categories . 
a. Definitions 
The terms used in the following mathematical discussions are defined as 
follows : 
Symbol 
v =  
AV = 
I =  
- 
Tb - 
P =  
K =  
% =  









table of values (see Fig. 3) 
pressure 
unit conversion constant 
high lab calibration values 
high flight calibration values 
medium lab calibration values 
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- Monitor Control 
- Lab 
Lab 
low lab calibration values volts 
low flight calibration values volts 
emission current amperes 
adjusted telemetered voltage volts 
voltage vs current (I,) - 
conversion table 
voltage vs current (I,) 
conversion table 
voltage vs current table 
voltage vs current table 
maximum pressure 
minimum pressure 
most probable velocity of 
particles inside gauge 
most probable velocity of 
particles outside gauge 
maximum ram velocity 
minimum ram velocity 








































Vx, = adjusted maximum voltage 
V = minimumvoltage 
n 
Vn, = adjusted minimum voltage 
I = maximum current 
I = minimum current 
T = time of maximum pressure 
T = time of minimum pressure 
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GAUGE ORIENTATION-DENSITY COMPUTATIONS 
Following the pressure computations the program computes density. Com- 
putations of density are divided into equatorial and non-equatorial types depend- 
ing on the gauge orientation on the satellite. The first of these types to be 
discussed will be equatorial. 
Equatorial Gauges (BA 2 and RH 1) 
Using the following parameters from the pressure program; 
t = time 
V = voltage 
V' = adjusted voltage 
P = Pressure 
the density for the equatorial gauges is computed as  follows. 
Px = maximum (P), P, = minimum (P) 
AP = Px -Pn (over one spin cycle of .667 sec.) 
2 R, Ti 
V P I  . =i  (Most probable velocity of particles inside gauge) 
Vpo =I? (Most probable velocity of particles outside gauge) 
where 
R, = 8.315 X l o 7  
To = 1000° Kelvin 
Ti = 313O Kelvin 
M, = 16 
= 16 
= Max ram velocity (obtained from the aspect tape 
M i  
Vrx 





K =  
J;; . v  -105 
Non-Equatorial Gauges (BA 1 and RH 2) 
The non-equatorial density computations use the same parameters and gas 
constant to obtain aP, VPp and Vpo. The program now computes: 





V = Minimum ram velocity for each gauge. rn 
From Sx and Sn the program determines which of the cases described below is 
needed to solve for the atmospheric density in torr units. 
Case 1 




where Vave = Average ram velocity 
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Case 2 




o < s x y  
D, = O  
1333 AP M, 
Case 4 
D, = 0 
D, = 0 
10 
After case computations the program is ready to write out on tape the 
parameters required by the experimenter for each spin cycle. The output format 
is as follows: 
Tx' v,, v,,, I,, p, 
BA 1 Alt., La t., Long . ,  LST ( L o c a l  S o l a r  Time), AI', Trx, Vrx D, = x.xxxE -xx 
Tn, V,,, Vn, In) P,., D, = x.xxxE -XX 
BA 2 same format as BA 1 
RH 1 same format as BA 1 
RH 2 same format as BA 1. 
OTHER COMPUTATIONS 
In addition to the computations for pressure and density values, the experi- 
menter requested that certain parameters be computed and written out on the 
pressure plot tapes for plotting purposes. 
F (s) is determined from the F(s) function using s computed as follows: 
A + B c o s  B 
s =  
"PO 
where B is determined by the formula: 
(t - t,) * go 
e =  
.0167 
The A and B above are described as: 
A = v*ve 
B = V n  - V,ve 
Both A and B are obtained from the aspect tape. 
It i s  requested that Pi be normalized, which is accomplished by multiplying 
the raw pressure by the parameter M ,  where 
now 
P =P. * M  norm I 
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Program Write  Up 
Programmer-A. 0. Forehand 
Program Name-SUBROUTINE FOS 
Programming System-FORTRAN II 
General Description- 
This subroutine computes the value of the Thermal Transpiration Function, 
defined by: 
~ ( s )  = e-r2 + s J;; (1 + e r f  (s)) 
where s is the given independent variable and e r f is the e r ror  function. 
4. Calling Sequence- 
CALL FOS ( S, FS ) where S is the independent variable taken as i n p t  to 
the routine and FS is the value of the function, F(S). 
5. Mathematical Description of the Computation 
(1) Definitions and relations 
*F&) = e-s + s  VG (1 + e r f ( s ) )  2 
where 
e r f ( s )  =- dx. 
Substituting this value for e r f (s) in * yields 
F(s) = e-s2 + s 6 + 2 s  e-x2 dx I' 
39 
Since the integral in the above expression is an odd function we see that 
e-x2 dx 6' 2 F(-s) = e-' - s & + 2 s  
**F(-s) = F(s)  - 2 s  G 
Since for large positive values of s ,  e-s2 is small and e r f (s) is nearly equal to 
1, then 2 s v'% is a good approximation to F (s) in this case. 
Since by **F (s) = 2 s  6 + F ( - s )  we see that the e r ror  in this approxi- 
mation is exactly equal to F (- s). 
e-x2 dx 6' (2) Evaluation of 
Expanding e'x2 in a Taylor's series and integrating termwise yields 
s3 s5 s7 s - - + + - - + + ' ' *  
3.1! 5.2! 7.3! 
This series converges for all values of s but the number of terms required for 
accuracy becomes excessive as I s  I increases. 
This difficulty is overcome by using this series only for Is1 5 2.5 and using 
an asymptotic series for 1s I > 2.5. 
(a) The asymptotic series T 
(1) Define n = (largest integer I ~ 2 )  
(2) Define t = 2s2 
Then the asymptotic series T is defined by 
1 1.3 1.3-5 . . . + (-l)n+~ 1.3.5. .(2n - 1) T -  
- T  -7 +- -  t3 t" 
40 
@) Expression of the integral in terms of T 
Case I. s > 2.5 
Substituting this expression back into the equation for F( s) gives 
Case 11. s < -2.5 
This expression substituted into the F(s)  equation yields: 
G e - s 2  F(s) = e-s2 + s J;; + 2s [- - - (1 - TI] 
2 2 s  
6. References 
For a complete discussion of the integral involved here and the derivation 
of the asymptotic series see Numerical M-d .  Analysis by J. B. Scarborough. 




0. Programmer-C. Hanley 
1. Program Name-SUBROUTINE MATCH 
2. Programming System-FORTRAN I1 
3. General Description- 
Subroutine Match reads the identification record of the experiment data 
tape and the aspect tape and proceeds to compare the appropriate aspect data 
with the experimental data tape for each satellite pass of data. The station 
number, month, day, hours, and minutes are the ID parameters to be matched. 
All parameters are to be matched otherwise processing of the data is deleted 
and an appropriate message is printed out. 
The subroutine (Match) is called into operation by the following program 
statement: 
CALL MATCH ( N E D 1 , N )  
where NED1 is the satellite pass number; 
N = output parameter which tells if match has occurred 
N = 0 Match has occurred 




0. Programmer-C. Hanley 
1. Program Name--SUBROUTINE INTEP 
2. Programming System-FORTRAN II 
3. General Description- 
Subroutine INTEP is a routine used for interpolating the altitude, latitude, 
longitude and local sun time parameters on the aspect tape. The above parameters 
are given once every 22 sec. and it is required to have the above parameter 
values every spin period (.667 sec.). 
The subroutine (INTEP) is called into operation by the following FORTRAN II 
program statement: 
CALL INTEP (TS, NREC, YALT, YLAT, YLONG, YLST) 
INPUT = time 
PARAMETERS 
YALT = altitude 
OUTPUT YLAT = latitude 








Progr mmer-A. 0. Forehand 
Program Name-SUBROUTINE GTMC 
Programming System-FORTRAN 11 
General Description- 
This FORTRAN I1 subroutine converts geographic coordinates (latitude, 
longitude) to geomagnetic coordinates (latitude, longitude). The coordinates in 
each case are in degrees. 
Equations 
Definition of Symbols (all refer to degrees) 
A latitude (input) /' 
C$ longitude (input) 
B co-latitude (90' -A) 
cp geomagnetic latitude (output) 
A geomagnetic longitude (output) 
0 geomagnetic co-latitude (90' - a) 
0, co-latitude of north magnetic pole (program constant) 
4, longitude of north magnetic pole (program constant) 
The geomagnetic position is determined by the equations: 
s i n  = cos 8,  s i n  h + s i n  8, cos h cos (4  -4,) 
44 
NOTE: (el, are defined in the program to be (11.494', -69.68O). These 
values may be re-determined by the user before compilation if desired. 
Calling Sequence 
CALL GTMC (A, B, C, D) 
where 
A and B are input; C and D are output. 
A, B are latitude, longitude 
Cy D are geomagnetic latitude, longitude 
Restrictions 
The input coordinates should satisfy the following inequalities: 
- 90' I A L 90° 
-180' 5 B 1. 180' 
C and D need not be separate locations from A and B i.e., 
CALL GTMC (A, By A, B) is acceptable. 
System subroutines MINIF, ABSF, SIGNF, SQRTF, SINF, COSF, MINE, ACOSD 
are used. 
NOTE: This routine is a modification of Subroutine W O N  obtained from the 
Fields and Plasmas Branch, GSFC. The original routine converts co- 
ordinates in either direction. 



























latitude in radians 
sinx (= COS e )  
cos 0 (= Sin@) 
sin 0 (= cos @ )  
(4 - 4, ) (if 4 5 180') 
Cos (180' - A )  for 0 1. DEL 5 180' 




0. Programmer-C, Hanley 
1. Program Name-SUBROUTINE DEN 
2. Programming System-FAP 
3. General Description- 
This binary subroutine (DEN) sets tape units B6, A6, C5, and C6 to low 
density when called into the program. Subroutine DEN is called into operation 





1. Sense Switch 1 and 2 
SSW 1 and 2 are always in a normal position, which is the up position. 
These Sense Switches were originally put into the program for a purpose that 
never materialized. They were never deleted because the idea might have been 
incorporated at anytime. 
2. Sense Switch 3 
When Sense Switch 3 is in the normal position the program will write three 
pressure plot tapes on channels B6, C5, C6 respectively. In the down position 
no plot output tapes will be written. 
3. Sense Switch 4 
In the normal position the optional output (T, V, C, P for every point) will 
be written out on tape. For no optional output SSW 4 must be down. 
DATA CARDS 
There are 14 data cards for each pass o r  orbit of the satellite to be processed. 
A blank card following the data cards indicates end of data and end of job. The 
format for these cards is as follows: 
Card 

























































































































9 F6 -3 
9 F6.3 











Input Data Tapes 
Pressure Data Tape 
The pressure data tape is a binary tape with standard FORTRAN record 
lengths of 255 words, the first record being an identification record of each orbit 
containing satellite number, month, day, year, station number, and analog tape 
number for each recorded orbit. Following the orbit identification record there 
are data records of 255 words containing the selected DC voltage for all four 
gauges. Following the data words is a sentinel, which is a record of all nines 
(9999's) indicating the end of data. 
Aspect Data Tape 
The aspect data tape is a binary tape with standard FORTRAN records of 
255 words. Each aspect tape has numerous passes of aspect data. Each pass 
consists of an identification record of 209 words containing satellite number, 
month, day, year, station number and analog tape number. Words 1-200 contain 
orbital tape input data which are not relavent to the pressure density program. 
Following the identification record (ID) are data records each containing 141 
words in length. Every pass of data is separated by a record of nines (9999's) 
to indicate end of data. 
Output Data Tapes 
P-D Output Tape 
The pressure-density output tape contains all computed parameters for 
each experiment gauge, as requested by the experimenter. 
The output tape is in the BCD mode. This tape, containing records of 
varying lengths, is'placed on unit A3. I 
Density Plot Tape 
The density plot tape, contains aspect and density values for all gauges and 
is formatted for plotting purposes. (S-C-4020 is used to plot these values.) 
50 
The density plot tape contains records of variable lengths and is in the BCD 
mode. It is placed on unit A6. 
Pressure Plot T a ~ e s  
The pressure plot output tapes contain the raw pressure values, normalized 
pressure, time, and other parameters formatted for plotting purposes. 
The pressure plot tapes are in the BCD mode and contain records of varying 
lengths. These tapes are placed on units B6, C5, and C6. 
e 
51 
, PRESSURE TAPE FORMAT 
630403 
AOPB-WPH 
S-6 PRESSURE GAUGE BINARY TAPE FORMAT 
THE PRESSURE GAUGE BINARY TAPE C O N S I S T S  O F  1 T I T L E  RECORD, 1 OR 
MORE DATA RECORDS, 2 EOF'S .  
T I T L E  RECORD 
D E S C R I P T I O N  WORD NO. 
0 STANDARD FORTRAN RECORD S I Z E  INDICATOR. ( F I X E D  P O I N T )  * 
1 S A T E L L I T E  NO. = 6 
2 MONTH DATE OF F I R S T  DATA FRAME 
DAY ON S-6 BINARY TELEMETRY G YEAR TAPE 
,- 
5 STATION NO. 
6 ANALOG TAPE NO. 
7 IRRELEVANT 
8 S-6 PRESSURE GAUGES I .D.  = 6 0 0 0 0 0 ~  
9-255 IRRELVALT 
* 
NUMBER I N  EACH RECORD. 
THE RECORD S I Z E  INDICATOR = 00377000001 OCTAL I S  THE ONLY F I X E D  POINT 
52 
























S33Wl”T FORTRAN RECORD S I Z E  INDICATOR. ( R X E D  P O I N T )  * 
DAY COUNT OF YEAR T M E  OF 
MILLISECOXDS OF DAY FRAIa 
C H S * 3 , 1 9 , 3 5  E€ (VOLTS) BAYARD A L P W T  1 
C H S . 4 , 2 0 , 3 6  AC (VOLTS) 
ms. 5 9 a,37 E (VOLTS) BAYARD UPWT 2 
CHS. 6,22,3 AC (VOLTS) 
CHS. 10,26,42 (VOLTS) REDHECU) 1 
CHS. 11,n ,43 (VOLTS) REDHEAD 2 
SLBCOM P O S I T I O N  
CH. 31 
CH. 31 
C H . 3 3  
(34.33 
(VOLTS) 
(DEGREES) ARE INTERPRETED BY THE 
(VOLTS) 
CONTENTS OF CHS.31  AND 33 
VALUE OF THE SUBCOM P E -  
(DEGREES) ITION. (SEX ATTACHMENT) 




TENTH FRAME, OF RECORD 
SPARES 
f *  SEE ATTACHMENT FOR VALUES S I G N I F I I N C  END OF DATA OR IRREZEVANT DATA. 
53 
ASPECT TAPE FORMAT 
630508 
AOPB-MLR 
5-6 ASPECT AND SATELL ITE POSIT ION DATA 
BINARY TAPE 
THE S-6 ASPECT AND SATELLITE P 8 S I T I B N  DATA BINARY TAPE CBNSISTS BF  
1 T I T L E  RECORD, 1 8R MORE DATA RECBRDS, 2 EBF'Se THERE I 5  TB BE W E  DATA 
RECORD FOR EACH TIME BLOCK I N  THE TELEMETRY DATA I D E N T I F I E O  I N  
WeRDS 201-206 BF THE T I T L E  RECBRDr* 
T I T L E  RECBRD 
WeRD NQ. FORM DESCRIPTIBN 
0 F I X E D  PT. STANDARD FBRTRAN RECORD S I Z E  INDICATORr 
=000321000001 OCTAL I N  THE T I T L E  RECBRD 
ON T H I S  TAPE, T H I S  INDICATES A TOTAL 
W6RD COUNT PER RECORD QF 2 0 9  WBRDSr 
1-200 FLOATING PT. INFORMATIBN FRBM.WBRDS 1-200 BF BRBITAL  
TAPE INPUT. 
20 1 FLBATING P T r  SATELL ITE NO. *. .6 
202 FLBATING P T r  M8N T H DATE BF F I R S T  DATA FRAME 
2 0 3  FLQATING P T r  DAY 8 N  5-6 BINARY TELEMETRY 
204 FLOATING P T r  YEAR TAPE 
205 FLBATING P T r  STATION N 8 r  
2 06 FLBATINC P T r  ANALBG TAPE W 8 c  
207 FLBATINC P T r  IRRELEVANT 
209 FLeATING P T r  I W E L E V A N T  
208 FLBATING PTe 5-6 ASPECT 1.D.t 60000000 
NBHINALLYe A TIME BLBCK I S  2 1  5EC.r IeEr, 7 SECr M U L T I V I B R A T ~ R  
CYCLE AND A 14 SECe MVLTIVIEIRATBR CYCLEr 
54 















1 8  
19 
20 




2 5  
26 
27 
2 8  
29 
FBRM 






















FLBATING P l o  
FLBATING PTo 






DESt a I P T I B N  
STANDARD FBRTRAN RECBRD S I Z E  INDICATBRo 
= 0 0 0 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 1  BCTAL I N  EACH DATA RECBRD 
8 N  T H I S  TAPE. T H I S  INDICATES h T0TAL YBRD 
CBUNT PER RECBRD 8F 141 WBRDS. 
DATE TIME 8F DATA 
DAY CBUNT OF YEAR 
SECBNDS BF DAY 
X SATELLITE P B S I T I B N  
Y VECTBR I N  KMo 
2 
XDBT SATELLITE VELBCITY 
YDBT VECTBR I N  KMo/SECo 
Z DQT 
LBNGI  TUDE SUBSATELL I T €  
L A T  I TUDE P B S I T I B N  I N  DEGREES 
ALTrTUOE IN KMo 
LBCAL APPARENT TIME I N  HBURS 
MAGNITUDE OF P B S I T I B N  VECTBR I N  KMo 
MAGNITUDE O f  VELBCITY VECTBR IN KMo/SECo 
POSITIQN VECTBR RoAo I N  DEGREES 
PBSIT lQN VECTQR D E C L I N A T I W  I N  DEGREES 
VELWXTY VECTBR R o A o  I N  DEGREES 
VELBCITY VECTBR DECLINATIBN I N  DEGREES 
SUN VECTBR RoAo I N  DEGREES 
SUN VECTeR DECLINATIBN I N  DEGREES 
MOMENTUM VECTBR RoAo IN DEGREES 
MBMENTUM VECTBR DECLINATIeN I N  DECREES 
ASPECT SENSBR RoAo I N  9EGREES 
ASPECT SENSBR DECLINATI@N I N  DEGREES 
ETP1 SENS0R R o A a  I N  DEGREES 
E T P l  SENSBR DECLINATIBN I N  DEGREES 
ETP2 SENSBR RoAo I N  DEGREES 
ETP2 SENSBR DECLINATI0N I N  DEGREES 
55 
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67 
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
FLOATING P T e  
FLOATING PTe  
FLQATING PTe  
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
FLOATING PTm 
FLOATING P T r  
FLOATING PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
F L e A T I N G  PTe  
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
FLOATING P T e  
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
FLOATING PT. 
FLOATING PTe  
FLOATING PTI 
F L B A T I N G  P T a  
FLQATING PTe  
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
FLOATING P T e  
F L B A T I N G  PTe  
FLOATING P T r  
F L O A T I N G  PTe  
FLOATING PTe 
F L O A T I N G  P T e  
F L O A T I N G  PTe  
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
B o A s A  SENSBR R c A a  I N  DEGREES 
B e A e l  SENSOR D E C L I N A T I B F I  I N  DEGREES 
BeA.2 SENSBR R e A b  I N  DEGREES 
BeA.2 SENSBR D E C L I N A T I d N  I N  DEGREES 
M e S e l  SENS0R R o A e  I N  DEGREES 
M e S e l  SENSOR D E C L I N A T I e N  I N  DEGREES 
MeS.2 SENSBR R o A e  I N  DEGREES 
MeS.2 SENSBR D E C L I N A T I e N  I N  DEGREES 
R.H.1 SENSBR R e A b  I N  DEGREES 
R.H.1 SENSOR D E C L I N A T I O N  I N  DECREES 
R b H b 2  SENSBR ReAo I N  DECREES 
R.He2 SENSQR D E C L I N A T I Q N  I N  DEGREES 
ASPECT SENSOR A* I N  DEGREES 
E T P l  SENSBR A+ I N  DEGREES 
ETPZ SENSOR A* I N  DEGREES 
B.Ae1 SENSOR A+ I N  DEGREES 
BrA.2 SENSOR A* I N  DEGREES 
M e S e 1  SENSOR A* I N  DEGREES 
M e s a 2  SENSOR A* I N  DEGREES 
R.H.1 SENSBR A+ I N  DEGREES 
R o H e 2  SENSOR A* I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED T e I N  SECeOF DAY QF ASPECT SeMAXeRAM V 
ASPECT SENSQR MAX. RAM V E L B C I T Y  IN KMo/SECe 
ASPECT SENSOR MAX. RAM A* I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED T e I N  SECbBF DAY OF E T P l  SeMAXoRAM Ve 
E T P 1  SENSOR MAXeRAM V E L O C I T Y  I N  KMo/SECe 
E T P l  SENSgR MAXIRAM A* I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED TIIN SECeOF DAY QF ETPZ SeMAXeRAM VI 
ETPZ SENSOR MAX. RAM V E L O C I T Y  I N  KMe/SEC* 
ETPZ SENSOR MAXI RAM A* I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED T e I N  SECeOF DAY BF B e A e 1  SeMAXeRAM V e  
B e A e l  SENSOR MAXI RAM VELOCITY I N  KMbISECe 
B o A e l  SENSBR MAXI RAM A* I N  OEGREES 
ELAPSED T e I N  SECeOF DAY BF BeA.2 SeMAXoRAM V e  
B.AoZ SENSOR MAXI RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KMe/SECb 
B.A.2 SENSOR MAX0 RAM A* I N  DEGREES 
E L A P S E 9  T O I N  SECoOF DAY OF M e S o l  SoMAXeRAM Ve 
M.S.1 SENSOR MAX. RAM V E L O C I T Y  I N  KM./SEC* 
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F L e A T I F I G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L e A T I N G  P T r  
F L B A f f N G  PT. 
FLQAT I NG ?To 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L Q A T I N G  PT. 
FL (3ATING PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  P T r  
F L B A T I N C  P T e  
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L Q A T I N G  PT. 
F L Q A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N C  PT. 
F L S A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N C  PT. 
F L e A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  Pf. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  P T o  
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
MoS SENSOR MAX. RAM A* I N  M G R E E S  
ELAt,ED T O I N  SECeBF DAY BF iMoS.2 SoMAXoRAM V. 
M.S.2 SENSBR MAXORAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KMe/SEC. 
M e s a 2  SENSBR MAXORAM A* I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED T o I N  SECoBF DAY BF R.H.1 S?MAXoRAW V. 
R.H.1 SENSBR MAX4 RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KM./SECo 
RoH.1 SENSBR MAX. RAM A* I N  DECREES- ' 
ELAPSED T e I N  SECoeF DAY BF R.n.2 SoKAXoRAH V o  
R.H.2 SENSBR MAX. RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KM./SECa 
RmH.2 SENSOR MAX. RAM A+ I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED T O I N  SECoBF DAY 0F ASP.SoM1NoRAM VO 
ASPECT SENSGR MIN. RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KMoISECo 
ASPECT SENSOR M I Y O  RAM A* I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED T r I N  SECeOF DAY @F E T P l  SOMINORAM V. 
E T P l  SENSBR MIN. RAM V E L B C I T Y  IN KH./SEC. 
E T P l  SENSgR M I N .  RAM A* I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED T O I N  SECoBF DAY BF ETPZ SOMINORAM V. 
E T P Z  SENSBR M I N o  RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KMe/SECo 
E T P 2  SENSOR M I N e  RAM A+ I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED T O I N  SECeBF DAY BF BA 1 SeMINoRAM V o  
BoA.1 SENSBR MIN. RAM VELQCITY I N  KMo/SECo 
BoA.1 SENSBR M I N o  RAM A* I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED TIIN SECeBF DAY OF BA 2 SOMINORAM V. 
B.A.2 SENSBR MIN. RAM VELQCITY I N  KM./SEC. 
B.A.2 SENSBR MIN. RAM A+ I N  DECREES 
ELAPSED T O I N  SECoBF DAY BF MS 1 SOMINIRAM VO 
MoS.1 SENSBR MLN. RAM VELOCITY I N  KM./SEC. 
M.S.1 SENS0R MIN. RAM A* I N  DEGREES 
ELAPSED T o Y N  SECmOF DAY Bf MS 2 SOMINORAM V. 
M a S u Z  SENSBR MIN. RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KHoISEC. 
M.S.2 SENSBR MIN. RAM A* I N  OEGREES 
ELAPSED T r I N  SECoOF DAY BF RH 1 SOMINORAM V. 
R.H.1 SENSQR MIN. RAM VELBCXTY I N  KM./SECe 
R.H.1 SENSBR K IN .  RAM A* I N  DEGREES 
R.H.2 SENSOR MIN. RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KM./SEC. 
R o H e Z  SENSOR M I N a  RAM A+ I N  DECREES 
ASPECT SENSQR A v o  RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KMo/SECo 
E T P l  SENSOR AVa RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KMc/SECo 
ETPZ SENSBR AVO RAM V E L K I T Y  XN KMoISEC. 
BoA.1 SENSOR AVO RAM V E L B C I T Y  Ib '  KM./SEC. 
BoA.2 SENSOR AVO RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KM./SECo 
MoS.1 SENSOR AVO RAM V E L O C I T Y  I N  KNo/SEC. 
M.S.2 SENSOR A V O  RAM VELQCITY I N  KM./SEC. 
R.H.1 SENSOR AVO RAM VELOCITV I N  KH./SEC. 
ELAPSED T O I N  SECoGF DAY BF RH 2 SOMINORAM V c  
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F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  P T e  
F L B A T I N G  P T o  
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  P T e  
F L O A T I N G  P T D  
F L B A T I N C  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L Q A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L B A T I N G  P T e  
F L O A T I N G  P T e  
F L O A T I N G  P T r  
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L Q A T I N G  P f r  
F L Q A T I N G  P T o  
F L O A T I N G  PT. 
F L O A T I N G  P T .  
R e H  SENSEJR A V O  RAM V E L B C I T Y  I N  KMo/SECo 
C L A P a E D  TIIN S E C o O F  D A Y  A S P o S o M I N o S U N  ANCo 
ASPECT SENSOR M I N O S U N  ANGe I N  DEGREES 
E L A P S E D  T o I N  S E C o O F  D A Y  O F  E T P l  S o M I N  SUN A. 
E T P l  SENSOR M I N O S U N  ANGLE I N  DECREES 
E L A P S E D  T O I N  S E C o O F  D A Y  O F  E T P Z  SoMIN SUN A. 
E T P Z  SENSOR M I N O S U N  ANGLE I N  DEGREES 
E L A P S E D  T O I N  S E C o O F  DAY 8F B A  1 SoMIN SUN Ao 
B A  1 SENSOR MINISUN A N G L E  I N  DEGREES 
E L A P S E D  T o I N  S E C o O F  D A Y  O F  B A  2 SeMIN SUN A. 
B A  2 SENSOR M I N e S U N  A N G L E  I N  DEGREES 
E L A P S E D  T e I N  S E C e b F  D A Y  O F  MS 1 S o M I N  SUN A 
MS 1 SENSOR Y I N e S U N  ANGLE I N  DEGREES 
E L A P S E D  T.IV S F C o 9 F  D A Y  O F  MS 2 S o M I N  SUN A. 
M S  2 SENSOR M I N O S U N  A N G L E  I N  DEGREES 
E L A P S E D  T o I N  S E C o O F  DAY OF R H  1 S o M I N  SUN A. 
R H  1 SENSBR M I N o S U h  A N G L E  I N  DEGREES 
E L A P S E D  TIIN S E C o b F  D A Y  OF R H  2 S o M I N  SUN A. 
R H  2 SENSOR M I N e S U Y  ANGLE I N  DEGREES 
T SUB 0 I N  SECONDS O F  DAY 
T SUB F IN SECONDS OF D A Y  
B E T 4 9  MOMoVECTOR-SUN b R  MGGN ANGLE I N  DEGI 
THETAePRECoCONE H 4 L F  ANGLE I N  DEG. 
P H I  D b T e E U L E R I A N  P B E C o V E L o  I N  DEG./SEC. 
P S I  D O T 9 E U L F R I A N  5P:N VEL. I N  D E G D / S E C O  
R O T 4 T I O N  R A T E  I N  DEGREES/SECo 
A SUB 0 
B St!@ 0 
MEASURE OF ASPECT R E L I A B I L I T Y  Ih' DEGREES 
1 OR 0 
0 = RA & DEC. SUN. 
1 = RA & DEC.  MOON 
1. A* MEANS ANGLE BETWEEN THE G I V E N  SENSOR AND T H E  V E L O C I T Y  VECTOR 
END OF FILF 
2 E O F ' S  FOLLOW L A S T  DATA RECORD. 
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d d N  
- 4 4  . . .  
4 - 4  
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N 
U m 
In Q N  
d 4 -  . . .  
r( 4.- 
N N N  
9 9 9  
or w m  
m l n m  
m e m  
N e
. . . . . .  
4 d - d  d-l 
N N h N  N N  
w w a w  9 9 9 9 w w  9 9
m m l n m  m m  
dddd 
N N N N  
9 9 9 9  
m w w m  
m m m m  
Q N  
N N  . .  
4-  N N  
9 9  
m m  
q m  
w m  
. . .  
m m m  
. . .  
m n m  
. . . .  
m m m  m 
. . . . . .  
r(r(4.4-a 
N N N N N N  
9 9 9 9 9 9  
m m m m m m  
In m m "> YI m 
. . . . . . . .  
o m o m u m  u m  
66 
DENSITY PLOT TAPE OUTPUT (A6) 
5i C:5 Hb 1 ' 4 .30  1 - s4.  i Z  
5205562G.367 -44.dc) 
52059610.651 -44.71 
5iG53L72.4@4 -44 .72  
5215Rb23.350 -44.t9 
5i0586?3.Y33 -44.67 









52GS9L?l.C66 - 4 4 . ~ 1  
SZ05R671.750 -44.3R 
















52 0 5 8 644.3 1 4 - 4 5 - 3 1 
52058645.765 -43.36 
52058646.348 -43.84 




520586h9.5 31 -43.71 
52058650.596 -43.66 
52058651.2P1 - 4 3 . 6 5  
52056652 -064 -43.63 
52G58652.648 -43.60 
5i058652.931 -43.5 7 
32058653.097 -43.54 












52058644.638 - 4 3 . ~ 7  
1 3 4 . 5 3  
1 34.42 
























































~ 3 6 . 4 3  
136.62 
0. 
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
0. 
0. 





0 .  
0.  
0. 
0 .  
0 .  
0.  
0. 









































EDIT = 327 ORBIT = 711 
67 
PRESSURE PLOT TAPE OUTPUT 
5.0 20.00.565t 010.122E 010.146E-005861Y.869 
5.0 20.00.56>t 010.liZE 010.1466-0058619.885 
5.0 20.00.565t 010.122E 010.14eE-0G58610.902 
5.0 20.00.5656 010.1226 010.146E-0058619.918 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.1Z26 010.1466-0058613.335 
5.0 20.00.565t 010.122E 010.146E-0058613.952 
5.0 20.00.565E O l O . l Z Z E  OlO.146E-0058619.969 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.1466-0058619.985 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122t 010.146E-0058620.002 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.019 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.035 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.052 
5.0 20.00.565t 010.122E 010.146t-0058620.068 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010~146E-00586i0.OB5 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.166E-0056620. 102 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.119 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.135 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.152 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.168 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.185 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.202 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122i 010.146E-0058620.219 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146 -0058620.235 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010~l4~-0058620.252 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.269 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.285 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.302 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.318 
5.0 20.00.565t 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.335 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.146E-0058620.352 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-0058620.369 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E OiO. 164E-0058620.385 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-0058620.402 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-0058620.418 
5.0 20.00.565t 010.122E 010.164E-0058620.435 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-0058620.452 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164t-0058620.469 
5.0 20.00.565E 0 1 0 . 1 Z Z E  010.164E-0058620.485 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-0058620.502 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-005d620.519 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122t 010.164E-0058620.535 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-0058620.552 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-0058620.568 
5.0 20.00.565t 010.122E 010.164E-.0058620.5d5 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122t 010- 164E-0358620.6JZ 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-0058620.619 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-0058620.635 
5.0 20.00.5b5E OlO.122E 010.164E-0058620.652 
5.0 20.00.565t 010.12ZE 010.164E-0058620.668 
5.0 20.00.565t 610.122E 010.164E-0058620.695 
5.0 20.00.565E 010.122E 010.164E-0056620.702 
5.0 20.00.565E 01G.122E 010.164E-00586ZO.719 
5.0 20.00.565E OlG.lZ2E OlO.Lb+E-0051620.135 
5.0 20.00.565E U10.122E 010.164E-005d62L.752 
5.0 20.00.565i 010.122E 010.164E-OL~58610.769 
5.0 20.00.565E G10.122C 010.164E-005d~IO. 735 
5.0 Z O . O J . > a > E  ClJ.1ZZt u10.164E-0053623.332 
5.0 20.00.565t 0 1 3.1 L Lf 2 l?. 1 b4E-U@5”6-  0. b 1 d 
5.C 20.00.5o5t OlO.lZ2t Olr.164E-OC5h6?0.~3‘1 
5.0 20.00.5eSt 010.lzZE OIO.l6st-005dbi0.M~2 
0.000 
0. GOO 
C . O C 0  
0 . C O C  
0 .GO3 
0 - G O O  
















































































































2 5  1.2 1’ 4 
263.:14 




























O . O O ~ O . ~ O ~ E - O ~  -8.97369 













O . O O O G . ~ ~ ~ E - O ~  -8.93877 
O . O O O O . ~ ~ ~ E - O ~  -8.93877 
o .oono . i i z~ -o f i  -8.95208 
o.oooo.i03~-08 -3.98702 
O. O O ~ O . ~ C Z E - O ~  -9.02576 
o.oon0.131~-08 - 8 . m i r o  







0.00n0.135E-08 - 8 . 8 6 U 4 6  
0.0Of’0.125€-08 -6.90361 
0.10CJb.1;3E-08 -8.92125 
O.OC”3Cl. 111E-08 -8.9562 5 
u.m-w.iozE-08 - 8 . 9 ~ 1 0 ~  
O . ~ U ~ O . ~ O ~ E - O ~ I  - .97363 



























































5 0 7 7 .  
68 
PRESSURE PLOT TAP& OUTPUT (c5) 
5.0 20.00.203t-060.213E OlO.1OlE 0958619.862 
5.0 20.00.2C':-060.213€ O l O . 1 0 1 E  0958619.819 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.101E 0958619.836 
5.0 20.00.20YE-060.213E 010.10iE 0958519.912 
5.0 20.00-20YE-060.213E 010.101E 0958619.929 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.101E 0958619.946 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.101E 0958619.979 
5.0 ZC.OO.iO9E-060~2i3E 010.101E 0958619.996 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.101E 0958620.012 
9.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010. lOlE 0958620.029 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.101E 0958620.045 
5.0 20.00.20YE-060.213E 0 l O . l O l E  0958620.062 
5.0 20.00.209€-060.213E 010. lOlE 0958620.079 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.1016 0958620-096 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.101E 0958620.112 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 0L0.101E 0958620.129 
5.0 20.GOc209t-060.213E 010.10lE 0958620.146 
5.0 50.00.209E-060.213E 010.101E 0958620.162 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.101E 0958620.119 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.101E 0958620.196 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010-101E 0958620-212 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.101E 095 620.229 
5.0 20.00.200E-060.213E 010. lOlE 0958520.246 
5.0 20.00.20YE-\*60.213E 0 10. lOlE 0958620.262 
5.0 20. OD. 209E-060.213E 0 10. lOlE 0958620.279 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213& 010.101E 0958620.295 
S.-O 20.00.26E-060.213E 310.101E 0958620.312 
5.0 20.00.209E- O60.213E 010.979E 0858620.329 
5.0 20~00.209E-060.213E 010.979E 0858620.346 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.979E 0858620.362 
S.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.979E 0858620. 396 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.979E 0858620.412 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.979E 0858620.446 
5.0 20~00~209E-060.213E 010.979E 0858620.462 
5.0 ZO.OO.~O~E-O~~O.~~~E oio.101~ ~958619.962 
5.0 ~ O , O O . ~ O ~ E - O ~ O . ~ ~ ~ E  010.979~ 0858620.3i9 
5.0 2o.oo.209~-0~0.213~ 010.979~ 0~~8620.~29 
5.0 ~o.oo.~o~E-o~o.~~~E 010.979~ 0858620.479 
5.0 ~o.oo.~o~E-o~o.~~~E 010.979~ 0858620.*96 
5.0 20.?)0-209E-060.213E 010.979E 0858520. 512 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.9796 3858620.529 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.979E 0858620.545 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.979E 0858620-562 
5.0 20.00,20VE-C60.213E 010.979E 0858620.579 
5.0 20.00.209t-060.213E 010.979E 0858620.596 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.979E 0858620.612 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.979E 0859620-629 
5.0 20.00.209t-C60.213€ 010.979E 0858620.646 
5.0 20.00.20PE-060.213E 010.979E 0858620.662 
5.0 ~o.oo.zo~E-o~o.~~~E oio.979~ 0~586~0.b79 
5.0 ~ o . o o . ~ o ~ E - o ~ o . ~ ~ ~ E  1-110.979~ 0858620.696 
5.0 20.00.209~-0~0.213~ 0 1 0 . 9 7 ~ ~  oa5e520 .7 iz  
5.0 20.00.259~-0~0.i13~ o i o . 7 7 j e  a~~a620.r46 
5.0 20.00.20Y~-060.213~ 010.~7vt oasa620.i35 
5.0 20.00.209E-063.213E 013.779E 3858620.729 
5.0 20.00.209E-Oou.213E 010.97YE 0858b?0.762 
5.0 20.00.2bYE-060.213E 010.Q79i 0 8 5 8 6 2 J . 7 7 9  
5.0 20.00.239t-060.213E Ol0.?79E OY586i0 .912 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.979E 0859620.q20 
























































1 . 5 8 5  
7.385 
1.3835 














































1 4 3 . 9 4 1  
152.@88 
161 . d  35 










i 6 C . 5 1 4  
269 -46 1 
278.tri 


























































































































PRESSURE PLOT TAPE OUTPUT (C6) 
5.0 20.00.209t-0'. .213E 310.257t 1158619.301 
5.0 20.00.209t-060.213E 010.257E 115861Y.317 
5.0 20.00.209t-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.334 
5.0 20.00.209t-060.213E OlG.257E 1158619.351 
5.0 20.00.20YE-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.368 
5.0 20.00.20YE-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.384 
5.0 20.00.209t-060.213E 010.2 51E 1158619.401 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.417 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.434 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.451 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.468 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.484 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.501 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.518 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E Ol0.257E 1158619.534 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.551 
5.0 20.00.209t-060.213t 010.257E 1158619.567 
5.0 20.00.209t-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.584 
5-0  20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.601 
5.0 20.00.209E-G60.213E 010.257E 1158619.618 
5.0 20.00.209t-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.634 
5.0 20.00.20Yi-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.651 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.667 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.684 
5-0  2 0 ~ 0 0 ~ i O Y E - 0 6 0 ~ 2 1 3 t  010.257E 1158619.701 
5-0  20.00.2GYE-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.718 
5-0  2 0 ~ 0 0 - 2 0 9 E - 0 6 0 ~ 2 1 3 E  010.257E 1158619.734 
s.0 ,?0.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.751 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.768 
5.0 2 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 2 G 9 E - 0 6 0 ~ 2 1 3 E  010.257E 1158619.784 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 0 10.257E 1158619.801 
5.0 20.00.209E-Ob0.213E 010.257E 1158619.817 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.834 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213t 010.257E 1158619.651 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 01C.257E 1158619.868 
S.@ 20.00.209E-060.213E O l C .  257E 1158619.884 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.901 
5.0 20.00.20Yt-060.213C 010.257E 115861Y.917 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 01C.257E 1158619.934 
5.G 20.00.2l~9E-060.213E 010.257E 1158619.951 
5.0 20.00. i09E-060.213t 010.251E 1158619.968 
5.0 20.00.2U3t-060.213E 010.257E 1158613.934 
5.0 20.00.209E-060.213E 010.251E 1158620.001 
5.0 20.00.2I,YE-U60.213E 0 1 0 . 2 5 7 E  1158620.018 
5.0 20.OO.ZU9t-060.213E 010.257E 1158620.034 
5.0 20.00.2096-060.213E 010.257E 1158620.051 
5.0 20.00.20?t-060.213E 010.31bE 1158b20.067 
5.6 20.00.2GYt-060.213E O l P .  318E 1158620.084 
5.0 20.00.209t-060.213E 010.3laE 1158620.101 
5.0 20.00.20YE-Oo0.213E 010.3lbE 1158620.118 
5.G 20.00.iO3t-06S.213E 010 .31bE 1158620.134 
5.0 20.00.2L'ii-G6G.213€ C.lt.318E 115d620.15i 
5.0 20.00.203E-060.213E I'lC.316E 115a620.167 
5.0 2 0.0 0.2 I, 'Vi - 0 D 3.2 1 3C 0 1 0 . 3  1 bE 1 1 5 8 6 2  0.1 9 4 
5.b 2G.00.209t-060.213E ?IC. 1 l b E  1158640.201 
5.0 20.00.2U9t-O6~.21jE ClC.3lbE 1158620.218 
5.0 2lJ.00.2G9t-060.213E 21C.3lbE 1158620.234 
5.b 20.00.2UJc-U60.213E 010.318E 1158620.251 
5.0 20.OJ.20?t-060.213E 010.116E 1158670.268 
























































7 . ~ 5 7  
9.175 


















134.7 3 1  
143.617 
152. 6 2 4 
161.E35 









260.5 1 4  




























1 0 7 . E Y O  
116.8 37 
215.179 













































6.1710.266E-09 -9.5758 7 



































4 3 3 4 .  
4201. 
4276. 



















































I I  
c01 
72 
mt-2  E D I T =  
I I I I I  
340 
L L T I T W E  
DENSITY PLOT 
COL. mt-I CDIl= = 0 






















11 .zo l l . * O  1l .W 11.m lI.00 1I.W 
11 e 
75 













46.60 50.30 50 . I O  51.30 51  .a0 u . s o  
T I  m? 
CUI. BA2 ORBIT * 877 PREssulE YIN ..61oE-7 64015 
76 





342.00 362.20 361.60 362.00 363.00 363.60 343.00 







FORTRAN XI LISTING (PDP) 
R U I L O I N G  11 
P R S R  
9981 
R R 9 9  
P R 9 1  
964 











I '  
I e f J - 1 2 ) 2 9 r 2 5 9 2 9  




7 7 n ?  
7 3 n 3  
7 4 0 4  
7 5 n 5  
7n7 c 
4 1 7 1  
C 
4 4 4 
7 1 7  
171 
1 5 1  
1 7 1  
7 7 7  
217 
6 6  1 
6 7 6  
6 3 6  
4 n 4  
4 1  1 
5 5 5  










4 5 Q  




1 3 9 0  
1-401 




3 1 0 0  
? I n 1  
IF (JX-21.112 r 112  1113 
PLJ IN l=BA1 ( 1  9 4 )  
PMAXI=BAl  ( 1  94 )  
I X=I  x-1 
nc.\ 7771 I X ~ X ~ 1 9 I X  















1 2  
1 1  









i e  
i 
1 0 3 0  
7 1  1 
7 1  2 
213 
2 1 4  





















W T P 1J T 
41 
F t ;  T PlJT 
41 














































































1.0 x 10-11 
2.0 x lo-" 
3.0 X lo -"  
5.0 x lo -"  
7.0 x lo-" 
1.0 x 10-l0 
2.0 x 
3.0 X lo-'' 
1.0 x 10-7 
3.0 x 10-9 
1.0 x 
3.0 x 
1.0 x 10-7 
3.0 x 10-7 
1.0 x 10-5 
1.0 x 10-6 
3.0 X lo- '  






















*Table i s  the same for RH gauges except that the gauge voltage values are dif- 











TABLE OF VALUES A AND B FOR REDHEAD 
GAUGES ONE AND TWO 
RH 1 RH 2 RH 2 
A B A 
0.60 x 10-lo 4.72 0.61 x 10- l o  
0.42 x 10-9 6.22 0.23 X 10-10 
0.45 X 10-8 8.66 0.24 X 10- 8 
0.34 x 10-7 11.8 0.23 x 10- 
0.59 x 10-7 11.8 0.23 x 10-7 
Gauge Current 
Range 
1 0 - ~  - io-8 amps 
10-8 - 10-7 
10-7 - 10-6 
1 x 10-6- 
2.8 x 
2.8 X - 
10 -5 
117 
